Abstract. Let S 0 ; : : : ; S 5 be 6 spheres in R 3 and H a hexahedron with vertices P 0 ; : : : ; P 5 . How many ways are there to move H in such a way that P i belongs to S 1 , i = 0; : : : ; 5 ? We show in this paper that generically there are at most 40 solutions. This problem is the geometric version of a control problem for Stewart robots.
A (generalized) Stewart platform is a solid with 6 points P 0 ; : : : ; P 5 on it attached through 6 legs to 6 xed points Q 0 ; : : : ; Q 5 in the space R 3 . Assuming that the lengths of the legs can be varied arbitrarily (within the physical limits), the problem, rst considered by D. Stewart 8] , is to control the position of the body. y
In mathematical terms, we can identify the space of positions of the solid with the space SO(3) R 3 of rotations and translations of R 3 . We have a map: = P i ;Q i : SO(3) R 3 ! R 6 ; (R; T) = kT + R(P i ) ? Q i k 2 i=0;:::; 5 The coordinates in the target play the role of control parameters, whereas a point in the source represents a position of the solid. The problem is to study the map . Note that both the source and target of have dimension 6, so we might expect that for a generic choice of the points P i and Q i the bers of are nite. See 7] for a more detailed discussion of Stewart platforms.
The aim of this paper is to use the intersection theory in algebraic geometry to show that for a generic choice of the points P i and Q i the number of possible positions of the platform for 6 given lengths is at most 40.
A rst version of this paper was inspired from results of D. Lazard 6] , who considered the case of a planar platform, (i.e. the P i 's lying in a plane as well as the Q i 's) using formal calculus manipulations on a computer; he also found that the number of possible positions for given lengths of the legs is at most 40 and conjectured that this should hold in general, but could only prove that it is bounded by 320 in the general case. Our rst version in turn inspired to D. Lazard new ideas that enabled him to simplify enormously y In fact a similar device was designed already in 1947 by V.E. Gough; see 8] .
his computations and to deal with the general case. Again, Lazard's new ideas in uenced the present version.
Our starting point is the same as in 6]: write the algebraic equations de ning a general ber of , complexify and compactify by adding points at in nity. 6] then uses algorithms based on the theory of Gr obner basis to nd the number of solutions at nite distance using a computer. We choose a di erent compacti cation and the usual tools of intersection theory (blowing-up, Chern classes) but we don't need a computer. However, it was essential to us to be guided by the calculations of 6].
An example of con guration with 16 real solutions that goes back to R. Bricard 4 ] is discussed in 6], x6.
On the way we need to study the singular locus of the map (x1), and we generalize a result of J.-P. Merlet 7] : the fact that given (squared) lengths d 0 ; : : : ; d 5 are a singular value of depends only on the 6 lines supporting the 6 pairs (P i ; Q i ), i = 0; : : : ; 5.
In x4 we will consider 2 classical geometric problems related to Stewart platforms.
We are grateful to J.-J. Risler for drawing our attention to this problem. We thank D. Lazard for communicating to us his preliminary versions of 6] and B. Mourrain for helpful conversations.
Throughout the paper we use the notion of generic choice of the points P i and Q i and lengths d 0 ; : : : ; d 5 , by which we mean that the points or lengths must be choosen in some dense (most of the time a Zariski open) subset. To say more explicitely what it means would require more work.
The map
The results of this x hold both over the eld K = R and K = C . Let M(n; K ) denote the space of n n matrices with coe cients in K and set: O(n; K ) = R 2 M(n; K ) j RR t = I and SO(n; K) = fR 2 O(n; K ) j det(R) = 1g where A t denotes the transpose of the matrix A and I is the identity matrix.
1.1 Proposition. Let (R; T) 2 SO(3; K) K 3 be a rotation and translation of K 3 and let P 0 , P 1 and P 2 2 K 3 not lying on a line. If: T + R(P i ) = T 0 + R 0 (P i ) ; i = 0; 1; 2 ; (R; T); (R 0 ; T 0 ) 2 SO(3; K) K 3 then T = T 0 and R = R 0 .
The proof is elementary and is left to the reader. u t where Sym(3; K) denotes the 3 3 symmetric matrices. Then O(3; K) = F ?1 (0), 0 is a regular value of F and the assertion follows by considering the kernel of the derivative of F y u t.
In the next proposition we shall use the vector (or exterior) product of two vectors of K 3 .
Note that we can bijectively associate to an antisymmetric matrix X = 5 . In order to prove the main result of our paper, theorem 1.7, we shall use the following strategy. We construct an adequate compacti cation G of the group G = SO(3; C ) C 3 , that is the space of complex rotations and translations of C 3 , which is the complexi cation of the space of con guration y Warning: if the number of real solutions is nite, but not the number of complex solutions, it might exceed the number of solutions of the generic case. of a solid (see corollary 1.2). The functions i extend as sections s i of suitable line bundles on G; if S i denotes the divisor associated to s i , the degree of the 0-cycle S 0 : : : S 5 G], where the intersection takes place in the Chow ring of G, will be an upper bound for the number of points in a ber of in the generic case (cf. corollary1.8). The di culty consists in nding a compacti cation G such that 0 @ \ i=0;:::;5
so that the degree of our 0-cycle is then exactly the number of complex solutions of equations (0) through (5) .
We start with some remarks and a rst compacti cation of G. Since all non-degenerate quadratic forms on C 3 are equivalent, we can replace SO(3; C ) by the special orthogonal group of any non-degenerate quadratic form, rather than P x 2 i . For our purposes it will be convenient to replace C 3 by the space S 2 C 2 , that is the second symmetric power of C 2 , and to take as quadratic form the discriminant :
(ae 1 e 1 + be 1 e 2 + ce 2 e 2 ) = b 2 ? 4ac where e 1 , e 2 is the standard basis on C 2 and a, b, c 2 C . We shall denote by SO( ) the corresponding special orthogonal group. The homomorphism GL(C 2 ) ! GL(S 2 C 2 ) ; A 7 ! S 2 A=det(A) where S 2 A : S 2 C 2 ! S 2 C 2 denotes the extension of A to the second symmetric power, induces a surjective homomorphism: GL(C 2 ) ! SO( ) whose kernel is the subgroup of homoteties I, 2 C and I is the identity. Taking the quotient of GL(C 2 ) by this kernel yields an isomorphism:
is the open subset of P(End(C 2 )) consisting of classes A], A 2 End(C 2 ) such that det(A) 6 = 0, and S 2 C 2 is the open subset of P(S 2 C 2 C ) consisinting of classes v; 1], v 2 S 2 C 2 , the variety X = P(End(C 2 )) P(S 2 C 2 C ) ' P 3 P 3 is a compacti cation of G and the complement of G in X consists of 2 components: X 0 = P(S 2 C 2 C ) and X 1 = P 3 P(S 2 C 2 ) where = A] 2 P(End(C 2 )) j det(A) = 0 . Let O P 3 (?n) denote the n-th tensor product of the tautological line bundle on P 3 , n 2 Z, and O i (n), i = 1; 2, the pull-back of O P 3 (n) on X = P 3 P 3 by the projection on the i-th factor. The function 0 (R; T) = kTk 2 In these formulae the norm and the scalar product are relative to the discriminant.
We denote by S i , i = 0; : : : ; 5, the divisors on X de ned as the zeroes of s i , i = 0; : : : ; 5.
Remark.
If H i denotes the divisor of X which is the pull-back of a hyperplane in i-th factor P We now examine more closely In order to prove this assertion we shall use the following easy lemma, whose proof is left to the reader.
Lemma. Let A = a, where 2 Hom(C 2 ; C ) n f0g, a 2 C 2 n f0g, be an endomorphism of rank 1 of C 2 . Then: (1) S 2 A is of rank 1 and its image is generated by a a. ( 2 ) is either empty or of dimension 2. But the group (C n f0g) 3 Proof.
a) We rst make the genericity conditions explicit. Denote by U P the set of (x i ; y i ) 2 ? C 2 n f0g C 2 n f0g . . . 
Numeric calculations
The normal bundle of the quadric = A 0 ] 2 P(End(C 2 )) j det(A 0 ) = 0 in P(End(C 2 )) is O 1 (2), where we recall that O 1 = O P(End(C 2 )) . The pull-backs by the isomorphism Im Ker : ! P 1 P 1 of the bundle O(n) P 1 on the rst, respectively the second factor will be denoted by O 1 (n), respectively O 2 (n), and O 1 (1)j ' O 1 (1) O 2 (1) , so that the normal bundle of is O 1 (2) O 2 (2) .
Our rst task is to express all intervening bundles in terms of O i and O i , i = 1; 2.
We will sometimes use the same notation for a vector bundle and its pull-back on some space. Typically, C 2 will denote the trivial bundle with ber C 2 on any space (like in ( and that
From the exact sequence:
0 ! (P( ); P 3 ) ! (P( ); P 3 P 3 ) ! p ( ( ; P 3 )) ' O 1 (2) O 2 (2) ! 0 where p : P( ) ! is the natural projection, we deduce the following formula for the total where = (P( ); X) (recall that X = P 3 P 3 ).
Let : e X ! X be the blow-up of X along P( ), with exceptional divisor E = P( ), and denote by its normal bundle. In x2 we constructed sections s i of O 1 (2) How many octahedron are there with given lengths of the edges ?
In 1] it is shown that there are at most 16, and an explicit example with 16 solutions is given.
We want to prove that there are at most 16 solutions with a method that is similar to the one that we used for the general case.
In fact, if we x the lengths of the legs, the points P 0 i that are at the given distance of the Q i 's (forgetting that they are tied together to be the vertices of a given triangle) describe 3 circles. Therefore the problem can be restated as follows:
Given 3 circles 0 , 1 followed by suitable rotations of R 3 will provide parametrisations i of the u i 's. Since the expression (4 { 1) is of bidegree (1; 1) in u i , u j , and the components of the i are of degree 2, the number of solutions of our problem equals the number of points of intersection of 3 hypersurfaces of P 1 P 1 P 1 of multidegree (2; 2; 0), (2; 0; 2) and (0; 2; 2). If h i denotes the pull-back on P 1 P 1 P 1 of the hyperplane divisor on P 1 (R) by the projection on the i-th factor, then we have: (2h 1 + 2h 2 )(2h 1 + 2h 3 )(2h 2 + 2h 3 ) = 16h 1 h 2 h 3 and the result follows.
The 2-dimensional analog of this problem reads as follows: Given three circles i , i = 1; 2; 3 in the plane and a triangle with vertices A i , i = 1; 2; 3 that we can slide in the plane using translations and rotations, how many positions of the triangle such that A i lies on i are there ?
This problem is solved for example in Blaschke 3], page 89, using the now forgotten methods of Kinematics: he calculates explicitely the equation of the so-called "Koppelkurve" traced by A 3 when A 1 and A 2 are tied to ly on 1 and 2 respectively and shows that it is a sextic with 2 triple points at the cyclic points (i.e. the 2 points at in nity of any circle) and therefore intersects 3 in at most 6 points. On the other hand there are known examples of such a sextic cutting 3 in exaclty 6 points (see 9] page 66 and following, or 2] page 71).
